


NOWTV UI library

Currently I am leading and building out NOW TV’s first ever UI toolkit and design library, which 
will greatly increase productivity and consistency.  
This is to work across platforms and apps. The starting point is to gather all the brand  
fundamentals, and work with the dev team to link sketch files to the built toolkit. 
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User research & UX

Part of my role is to interview customers, or do home visits to learn how to improve the  
NOW TV product and service. 
 
That research is then taking in UX sessions to create persona’s and find solutions to  
user journeys, before putting them into A/B testing



Complaints journey - reduce contacts

An expensive problem NOW TV had, was lots of direct calls coming through that were not complaints. NOW TV needed 
to filter out these calls, without blocking real complaints. Each call costs money to the company. 
 
I designed & tested a filtering method to direct people away from contacted, and so they could help themselves.  
This went live and is now saving the company £200k a year!



My Account dashboard

A new part of the website will be an account dashboard for users. This will completely change 
the navigation for My account, which is currently very poor for users. 
We are also bringing in up-selling and a chance to make money on the page.



Service re-design

I am leading the entire re-design of the service part of the website. This consists of hundreds of variations of pages and 
modules. We are improving the navigation, content and all round brand of the website.



Internationalisation

As part of the re-design, I am also white labelling the website, so it can be used for our  
European brands (Austria, Spain and more to come). 
I have made sure the templates can be re-branded without functional changes,  
allowing 1 dev team to seamlessly build and support each site.
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